NC of Note-Study Guide (student edition)
Charles Hadley
1. How did Charles Hadleyʼs parents view Hollywood?
A. challenging and enriching
B. crazy and insane
C. genuine and enduring
D. sinful and wicked
2. Who/ what jumpstarted Charles Hadleyʼs career as a dialect coach?
A. Everett Library
B. Fulbright scholarship
C. Hollywood
D. Queens University
3. Who was the film star that Charles Hadley worked with first?
A. Andy Griffith
B. Scarlett Johansson
C. Vivien Leigh
D. John Travolta
4. Where did Dr. Hadley attend graduate school?
A. Alabama and UNC-CH
B. Georgia and UNC-CH
C. Georgia and Queens
D. Queens and UNC-CH
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5. Which heading best fits in the circle above, according to the profile on Dr.
Hadley?
A. why he worked effectively with students
B. why he served as an agent to film stars
C. why he succeeded in teaching film stars
D. why he had a library named for him at Queens University
6. What does Dr. Hadley believe?
A. Southern drawls improve films.
B. Southern accents differ by region.
C. Travelers through the South learn accents.
D. Film stars should learn deep Southern accents.
7. What does Dr. Hadley share with James Taylor and Roy Williams, according to
the writer, according to the profile?
A. passion
B. resilience
C. South
D. UNC-CH
8. What contribution has Dr. Hadley made, according to the writer?
A. retold stories about the South
B. displayed notable Southern art
C. collected books about the South
D. preserved original Southern accents
WORDS: What does the text tell you about an attribute or meaning of the
following? What clues did you find in context? Does any word have a prefix or
suffix, similar word or word within the word that aids in defining the word?
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WRITING PROMPT:
What makes Charles Hadleyʼs career “extraordinary?” Find someone in the
newspaper whose career has been “extraordinary.” Compare the career of the
person in the news with Dr. Hadleyʼs career. How are the careers alike? How do
the two differ? Use a Venn diagram or other comparison/ contrast organizers.
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